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Abstract—We propose a Gaussian process (GP) factor analysis
approach for modeling multiple spatio-temporal datasets with
non-stationary spatial covariance structure. A novel kernel stick-
breaking process based mixture of GPs is proposed to address the
problem of non-stationary covariance structure. We also propose
a joint GP factor analysis approach for simultaneous modeling of
multiple heterogenous spatio-temporal datasets. The performance
of the proposed models are demonstrated on the analysis of multi-
year unemployment rates of various metropolitan cities in the
United States and counties in Michigan.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The modeling and analysis of multiple time series exhibit-

ing spatio-temporal dependencies is a particularly important

research problem. Typical application areas include the anal-

ysis of radar reflectivities for rainfall forcasting, modeling

of surface sea temperatures for climate variability research,

modeling of air-quality monitoring data and the analysis of

economic/financial data. Typical spatio-temporal datasets are

non-stationary in nature and have missing values. Popular

multivariate time series analysis techniques such as spectral

methods, wavelet analysis and Box-Jenkins models require

stationary time series without missing data, and are not par-

ticularly suitable for infering inter-relationships across data

[1]. Hence, recent advances in computing technologies have

encouraged the application of more computationally inten-

sive techniques, such as factor analysis for characterizing

multivariate datasets. Factor analysis is a linear technique

capable of inferring latent inter-relationships across multiple

non-stationary data streams with missing values.

For spatio-temporal datasets, the spatial locations as well

as the time stamps of the observations are often accurately

known. Taking into account this information during data

modeling typically leads to more accurate models. In this con-

text, Gaussian process (GP) priors [2] provide a particularly

effective and theoretically elegant solution to incorporating

knowledge of the spatial locations and the time stamps in

spatio-temporal models. In [3], the authors propose a Gaussian

process factor analysis (GPFA) technique for modeling spatio-

temporal datasets, where the spatial dependence is incorpo-

rated in the factor loadings and the temporal dependence is

incorporated in the factor scores. The form of the model may

be represented as,

X = DW +E (1)

where, X represents the spatio-temporal dataset, D represents

the factor loading matrix, W represents the factor score

matrix, and E represents noise and/or model residual. Similar

approaches have also been proposed in [4] and [5]. However,

these approaches are primarily parametric in nature, i.e., the

number of factor loadings is assumed to be known a priori.

In this paper, for modeling spatio-temporal datasets, we adopt

a GPFA approach similar to [3] but our model is completely

non-parametric in nature, i.e., the number of factor loadings as

well as the noise variance is inferred from the available data.

This is the first intended contribution of the paper.

In the GPFA model considered in [3], the factor loadings

capture the spatial corelation and each factor loading is

drawn from a single Gaussian process. But the underlying

assumption, that the corelation pattern is spatially invarient,

may not be a valid for many complex real-life datasets. For

example, for the unemployment rates in various cities across

United States, it is likely that the spatial corelation pattern

among the unemployment rates for cities in the northeast

will be very different from the spatial corelation pattern

for cities in the midwest. Also, for large number of spatial

locations drawn from a single GP, the computational com-

plexity will be very high, since for GPs the computational

complexity of inference scales cubically with respect to the

number of data points. To model datasets with non-stationary

spatial covariance as well as to increase the computational

efficiency for large datasets, we propose a new GP factor

model, where the factor loadings are drawn from a mixture of

GPs. Though not specifically in the context of factor models,

mixture of GPs have been applied previously to model data

with non-stationary covariance structure. Most mixture of GP

approaches, such as [6], assume a known number of mixture

components. Non-parametric approaches, where the number

of mixture components is inferred from the data, have been

proposed in [7] and [8]. In [8], the authors propose a tree-

based partitioning approach to divide the input space and fit

different base models to data independently in each region. In
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[7], the authors propose an input dependent Dirichlet process

mixture of GPs to model non-stationary covariance functions.

In this paper, we propose a novel GP mixture model based on

the kernel stick breaking process (KSBP) [9]. Our approach

is similar in spirit to [7], with the added advantage that the

kernel parameters related to the stick-breaking process may be

inferred efficiently via Gibbs sampling. We also demonstrate

that our model performs better than [7] in inferring the number

of GP mixture components on the classic motorcycle dataset

[10]. Both the KSBP based GP mixture model as well as the

integration of the KSBP based GP mixture model in the GPFA

is the second intended contribution of the paper.

To demonstrate the performance of the proposed GP factor

model, we analyze the time series of unemployment rates at

various geographical locations in United States. We have two

datasets: one dataset contains time series of unemployment

rates at 83 counties in the state of Michigan and the other

dataset contains time series of unemployment rates at 187

metro cities across the entire United States. We first apply

apply our proposed GPFA technique to model these datasets

separately. However, it is likely that the two datasets share

some underlying common factors and by appropriately bor-

rowing statistical strength between the datasets we may be

able to obtain a better statistical representation of each dataset.

Hence we propose a joint GP factor analysis technique to

model heterogenous sources of information. The proposed

model may also be viewed as an approach to fuse informa-

tion from multiple information sources with the objective of

inferring a better statistical model for each source. To the

best of the authors’ knowledge, the proposed approach to

combine multiple space-time information sources has not been

attempted before and is the third intended contribution of the

paper.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section II we present the proposed GP factor analysis approach

for multiple spatio-temporal datasets, and in Section III we

outline an MCMC inference algorithm. In Section IV we

provide experimental results on the unemployment dataset.

Finally, we provide concluding remarks in Section V.

II. GAUSSIAN PROCESS FACTOR ANALYSIS

Let X ∈ R
N×M represent a spatio-temporal dataset, where

the number of spatial locations is denoted by N and the

number of time samples is denoted by M . The Gaussian

process (GP) factor model may be represented as,

xi = Dwi + ǫi (2)

For the unemployment datasets analyzed in this paper, xi ∈
R

N , represents the unemployment rates at N spatial locations

at the ith time sample. Note, that unemployment rates lie in

the interval (0, 1) and so for ease of modeling, we employ

a probit link function to map the the components of xi to a

number between (0, 1). Matrix D ∈ R
N×K represents factor-

loadings, wi ∈ R
K represents the factor scores, and ǫi ∈ R

N

represents the indiosynchratic noise/residue.

Though we analyze unemployment rates in this paper, the

above model is completely general and may be applied to

model any spatio-temporal dataset. However, to better integrate

our prior knowledge about the spatial covariance pattern, dif-

ferent priors may be imposed on the factor loadings {di}i=1,K

for different datasets. We discuss choice of priors for D for the

specific datasets considered in this paper in the next section.

We wish to impose the condition that any xi is a sparse

linear combination of the factor loadings {di}i=1,K . Hence,

the factor scores wi are represented as

wi = si ⊕ bi (3)

where si ∈ R
K , bi ∈ {0, 1}K and ⊕ represents the Hadamard

vector product. The sparse binary vectors bi are drawn from

the following beta-Bernoulli process,

bi ∼
K
∏

k=1

Bernoulli(πk) (4)

π ∼
K
∏

k=1

Beta(a1/K, b1(K − 1)/K) (5)

with πk representing the kth component of π. The Bernoulli

prior imposes bi,k = 1 with probabilty πk and bi,k = 0
with probability 1 − πk. The beta distribution is a prior

on a continuous real random number between (0, 1), and

is represented as Beta(π; a, b) = cπa−1(1 − π)b−1, where

a > 0, b > 0 and c = Γ(a+b)
Γ(a)Γ(b) . In the limit K → ∞ this

construction reduces to a generalization of the Indian buffet

process [11], [12]. In practice we truncate K, and the number

of non-zero components of each bi is a random number drawn

from Binomial
(

K, aK
a+b(K−1)

)

, and in the limit K → ∞ this

reduces to Poisson(a
b
). If the truncation level K is set to a

relatively large value, the beta process allows us to infer the

number of factors based on the available data.

The rows of S, denoted by s(k), are drawn from a Gaussian

process. Note that s(k) denotes the kth row of S, whereas si
denotes the ith column of S. Hence we have,

s(k) ∼ N (0,Pk) k = 1, . . . ,K (6)

Pk(i, j) = τ
(t)
k exp

{

−
β
(t)
k ‖ti − tj‖

2

2

}

+ σ
(t)
k δi,j (7)

Here, ti and tj represent the time stamps for the ith and

jth time samples. Equation (6) imposes the belief that the

unemployment rates are likely to be correlated in time and

the correlation decays with increasing time difference. The

kernel given by (7) is widely employed for Gaussian process

priors and is characterized by three parameters: τ (t) controls

the signal variance, σ(t) controls the noise variance and β(t)

is the bandwidth or scale parameter and controls the amount

of smoothing. Other popular kernel choices may be found in

[2] and references therein.

We do not assume any knowledge of the noise/residual

variance. Instead, a prior is placed on this variable and it is
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inferred from the available data. Also non-informative gamma

hyperprior is placed on the precision parameter γǫ:

ǫi ∼ N (0, γ−1
ǫ IN ) (8)

γǫ ∼ Γ(a0, b0) (9)

with a0 = b0 = 10−3.

A. Priors for factor loadings

As discussed earlier, to best incorporate our a priori knowl-

edge of the spatial covariance structure, priors for the factor

loadings are chosen specific to the dataset analyzed. For

modeling the unemployment rates across the 83 counties of

Michigan, it is assumed that the spatial covariance structure

remains the same across the entire state. Hence the factor

loadings are drawn from a GP as shown below,

dk ∼ N (0,Ck) k = 1, . . . ,K (10)

Ck(i, j) = τ
(s)
k exp

{

−
β
(s)
k ‖ri − rj‖

2

2

}

+ σ
(s)
k δi,j (11)

Here, ri and rj represent the spatial locations of the counties

i and j respectively. Equation (11) imposes the belief that the

unemployment rates of neighboring counties are likely to be

correlated and the correlation decays with increasing distance

between the counties.

However, it is highly unlikely that the spatial covariance

structure will remain the same across the entire United States.

For example, the density of metro cities in the northeast is very

high compared to that in the midwest and it is likely that the

scale parameters of the GP required to model cities in these

two regions will be very different. Ideally we wish to divide

similar cities into clusters with the cities in each cluster sharing

an unique Gaussian process. Hence, we propose drawing the

factor loadings dk from a mixture of GPs. Since we wish to

infer the cities which belong to a particular cluster as well as

the total number of required clusters, a possible solution is to

impose a stick-breaking prior [13] on the GP mixture. A stick

breaking prior may be represented as,

z(i) ∼
J
∑

j=1

cjδj , i = 1, . . . , N (12)

cj = Vj

j−1
∏

l=1

(1−Vl) for j < J, with cJ = 1−
J−1
∑

l=1

cl (13)

Vl ∼ Beta(1, γ) (14)

Conceptually, a stick-breaking prior involves sequential breaks

of “sticks” of length cj from an original stick of unit length

(
∑

∞

j=1 cj) = 1. Due to the property of the Beta distribution for

small γ, it is likely that only a relatively small set of “sticks”

will have appreciable weight. The parameter γ determines the

number of clusters that are constituted and in practise one

typically places a non-informative Gamma prior on γ.

Based on the stick-breaking process prior, a possible solu-

tion for a mixture of GP approach will be to draw the obser-

vations of the cities associated with a particular “stick” from

a single GP with unique kernel parameters (τ
(s)
z , β

(s)
z , σ

(s)
z ).

However, a fundamental weakness of this approach is that

though the model imposes our prior belief that the cities

cluster, it does not impose our additional belief that cities

that are geographically proximate are likely to belong to the

same cluster. Hence, we propose a mixture of GP approach

based on the kernel stick-breaking process (KSBP) [9]. We

next present our model followed by an intuitive explanation

of how the model imposes the condition that cities that are

spatially proximate are likely to belong to the same cluster.

The factor loadings are now drawn from a mixture of GPs as

described below,

dz(i)=l,k ∼ N (0,Cl) k = 1, . . . ,K, i = 1, . . . , N (15)

Here, di,k represents the ith element of dk. We draw each

factor loading {dk}k=1,K from a separate KSBP mixture

of GPs. Hereafter we drop the index k, and the covariance

associated with sample i is

Cz(i)(n,m) = θ
(s)
z(i)exp







−
τ
(s)
z(i) ‖rn − rm‖2

2







+ σ
(s)
z(i)δn,m

(16)

z(i) ∼
J
∑

j=1

wjδj i = 1, . . . , N (17)

wj(r) = VjK(r; r∗j , φj)

j−1
∏

l=1

[1− VlK(r; r∗l , φl)] (18)

K(r; r∗j , φj) = exp

(

−

∥

∥r− r
∗

j

∥

∥

2

φj

)

(19)

Vl ∼ Beta(1, γ) (20)

γ ∼ Gamma(a2, b2) (21)

r∗j ∼ R (22)

φ∗

j ∼ H (23)

As seen from (13) and (18), the primary difference between

a stick-breaking prior and a kernel stick-breaking prior is that

the stick weights are modulated by an additional bounded

kernel K(r; r∗l , φl) → [0, 1] which is a function of the spatial

location r. Thus if two cities are spatially proximate, they will

have similar stick weights wj(r) and hence are likely to share
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the same GP.

B. Joint Gaussian Process Factor Model

In the previous section we presented a GPFA technique for

modeling a single spatio-temporal dataset. However, we often

have access to multiple heterogenous spatio-temporal datasets

that are statistically corelated. In such cases learning all the

models jointly, thereby appropriately leveraging all available

data as well as inferring important similarities between these

data, we may be able to obtain better statistical models for

each dataset. In this paper, we propose a joint Gaussian process

factor approach for jointly modeling the unemployment rates

across various counties in Michigan and the unemployment

rates aross various metropolitan cities in United States. The

model may be represented as,

X(M) = D(M)(Sc ⊕Bc + S(M) ⊕B(M)) + ǫ(M) (24)

X(U) = D(U)(Sc ⊕Bc + S(U) ⊕B(U)) + ǫ(U) (25)

Here, X(M) represents the unemployment rates across

Michigan and X(U) represents the unemployment rates across

metro cities in US. To account for the heterogenity of the two

datasets we allow unique dictionaries as well as unique model

noise/residue. However, the dimensionality of the latent space

is shared across the two datasets and it is also assumed that

each dataset will have some unique latent features, denoted by

(S(M) ⊕B(M)) and (S(U) ⊕B(U)) and some shared latent

features denoted by (Sc ⊕ Bc). As demonstrated in Section

IV, jointly learning these shared latent features can provide a

better statistical representation of each dataset.

III. MCMC INFERENCE

Due to conjugacy, the full conditional posterior distribution

of all the model parameters, except the parameters related to

the Gaussian processes (τ, β, σ), may be derived analytically.

Hence, we use a Gibbs sampler to draw samples from the

posterior distribution of the model parameters. For the GP

parameters, the full conditional posteriors are not available in

closed form. We obtain point estimates for these parameters

via maximum likelihood estimation.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Motorcycle dataset

We first demonstrate the proposed KSBP-GP mixture model

on the classic motorcycle data [10], which has been frequently

used in recent literature to demonstrate the success of non-

stationary models [7]. This dataset is clearly non-stationary

and has input-dependent noise. The dataset is comprised of

measurements of the acceleration of the head of a motorcycle

rider in the first moments after impact. As shown in Figure

1, the dataset shows three distinct regions with different

covariance structures. In Figure 2 we show a typical inferred

clustering result obtained from the KSBP-GP mixture model.

Note that for this dataset we do not perform a GPFA and

instead of the factor loadings, the data is directly modeled

as a KSBP-GP mixture. In Figure 3 we show the frquency

of the number of inferred clusters computed over the Gibbs

collection samples. We observe that the KSBP-GP mixture

model infers two to six clusters with the highest probability

mass on 3 clusters. This is significantly better than [7], which

reported that the posterior distribution uses between 3 and 10

experts to fit the dataset, with even 10-15 experts still having

considerable posterior mass.
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Figure 1. Motorcycle dataset
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Figure 2. Typical inferred mixture of Gaussian processes

B. Unemployment dataset across United States

In this section we provide results for the proposed KSBP-

GP factor model on the unemployment dataset across United

States. The dataset contains annual unemployment rates of

187 metro cities (see Figure 4) across United States over the

period 1991 to 2009. As shown in Figure 5, the KSBP-GP

factor model infers 6 dominant factor loadings. Since each

factor loading is drawn from a separate KSBP-GP mixture,

typical clusters associated with three such factor loadings are

shown in Figure 6. Note that in our model the unemployment

rates are a sparse linear combination of the factor loadings,

which are drawn from separate KSBP mixtures of Gaussian

processes. Hence, our model is capable of modeling datasets
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Figure 3. Frequency of inferred number of clusters

for which the spatial clustering pattern may change over time.

This aspect was validated on simulated toy data which is not

included in this paper for brevity.
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Figure 4. Metropolitan cities across United States
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Figure 5. Inferred dictionary D and binary matrix B for unemployment
rates across United States

C. Joint modeling of unemployment rates across Michigan

and United States

We next provide results for the joint GP factor model on the

analysis of unemployment rates across counties of Michigan

and cities of United States. As discussed in Section II-B, the
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Figure 6. Typical inferred clusters corresponding to different factor loadings.
The six largest cluster are shown. Typically about 10 to 12 clusters were
inferred.

key idea is to jointly learn the shared latent features so as

obtain a better statistical representation of each data source

than could be obtained by modeling the datasets separately. A

possible application is to model undersampled datasets with

the aid of any available corelated datasets. This may happen

when data is missing or when sampling is very expensive.

We perform the following experiment to demonstrate our

proposed joint GPFA model. We assume that we have very

coarsely sampled unemployment data across Michigan. We

simulate this by randomly selecting only 10% and 20% of

the counties across Michigan (see Figure 7). We also assume

we have access to coarsely sampled (15% of the total cities)

unemployment rates across United States. We show interpo-

lation results at the remaining counties in Michigan for a

GPFA model (using only coarsely sampled Michigan data)
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and a joint GPFA model (using both Michigan and US data)

in Table I and Figure 8. We also show the inferred factor

loadings for Michigan for the GPFA model as well as the

joint GPFA model in Figures 9 and 10. The RMSE results are

ontained by averaging across 100 Gibbs collection samples.

The simulation results demonstrate that jointly learning the

Michigan data model, specially when the dataset is severely

undersampled, can provide significant improvement in terms

of RMSE of interpolation.

Counties sampled to learn the model Counties interpolated based on learnt model

Figure 7. 20% of the counties (shown on the left) are used to learn the
model and the remaining 80% of the counties are interpolated based on the
learnt model.

Table I
RMSE OF INTERPOLATION

Separate Joint

90% data missing 0.2596 0.1735
80% data missing 0.2 0.1652
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Figure 8. Typical interpolation result for GPFA and joint GPFA models for
20% missing data

V. CONCLUSIONS

We propose a non-parametric Gaussian process factor anal-

ysis technique for modeling spatio-temporal datasets. A new
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Figure 9. Inferred dictionary D and binary matrix B for unemployment
rates across Michigan for 20% missing data (using only available Michigan
data)
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Figure 10. Inferred binary matrices B
(M) (unique to Michigan) and Bc

(common to Michigan and US) for unemployment rates across Michigan for
20% missing data (using available Michigan data and available United States
data)

kernel stick-breaking process based GP mixture model is

introduced to handle datasets with spatially varying covariance

structure. The performance of the proposed framework is

demonstrated on the analysis of unemployment rates sampled

at multiple geographical locations. We also propose a joint

Gaussian process factor approach for simultaneous modeling

of multiple heterogenous datasets. The joint approach is shown

to be particularly effective in improving the model learning of

undersampled data with the aid of other available correlated

datasets.
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